The article grounds the main principles of developing prospective pharmacists’ English lexical competence in reading and speaking through self-directed study: integrated development of lexical knowledge, skills and lexical awareness in reading and speaking (exercises should be directed to integrated development of all the components of lexical competence), profession-oriented learning (all the texts deal with the topics within the professional area, the main focus is made on professional terms, typical professional situations of intercultural communication), visualization (the vocabulary presented should be visualized to help students create mental pictures), consciousness (e.g., comparing to the corresponding terms in the languages of origin), development of students’ strategic awareness, considering lexical unit features. Stages of developing prospective pharmacists’ English lexical competence in reading and speaking through self-directed study have been determined: preparatory, which entails semantization of new lexical units and is divided into two sub-stages: the first – getting acquainted with new words out of context (should be applied only for professional terms),
ФОРМУВАННЯ У МАЙБУТНІХ ФАРМАЦЕВТІВ АНГЛОМОВНОЇ ЛЕКСИЧНОЇ КОМПЕТЕНТНОСТІ В ЧИТАННІ І ГОВОРИННІ ЗА ДОПОМОГОЮ ВПРАВ ДЛЯ САМОСТІЙНОЇ РОБОТИ

Обґрунтовані принципи формування у майбутніх фармацевтів англомовної лексичної компетентності в читанні та говорінні у процесі самостійної роботи: інтегрованого формування лексичних знань, навичок і лексичної усвідомленості у читанні та говорінні; професійно орієнтованого навчання (посередництвом на темах, ситуаціях професійного спілкування, відповідних термінах); візуалізації (сприяття створенню в студентів ментальних образів, моделей; усвідомленості (наприклад, порівняння термінів англійською мовою з латинськими відповідниками); розвитку стратегічної усвідомленості, урахування особливостей лексичних одиниць. Визначено три етапи формування цієї компетентності у зазначеному процесі: підготовчий, який спрямований на семантизуючи нових лексичних одиниць і підлітковості на два підкатегорії: перший – ознайомлення з новими лексичними одиницями поза контекстом (лише для термінологічної лексики), другий – ознайомлення з новими словами у контексті і зелектримований розвиток стратегічної усвідомленості; автоматизація дій студентів з лексичними одиницями на рівні слова, словосполучення, фрази, речення, надфrazової еднісці; використання вивчених лексичних одиниць на текстовому рівні. На другому і третьому етапах передбачено захочення студентів до використання різних стратегій і подальшої аналіз ефективності та доцільності. Обґрунтовано вимоги до вправ для формування англомовної лексичної компетентності. З урахуванням визначених етапів запропонована підсистема вправ для формування у майбутніх фармацевтів англомовної лексичної компетентності в читанні та говорінні у процесі самостійної роботи. Розроблена підсистема містить три групи вправ, які корелюють з етапами та передбачають підгрупи вправ. Вказано, що автоматизація дій студентів з новими лексичними одиницями на рівні слова, словосполучення, фрази, речення, надфrazової еднісці здійснюється окремо для читання та говоріння, а на рівні тексту – спочатку окремо для читання та говоріння, а потім інтегровано.
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Nowadays it has become extremely important for the health care professionals to know at least one foreign language, predominantly English, as it enables them to get valuable information from the authentic sources which is often in English, communicate with colleagues from other countries, actively participate in different events, for example, scientific conferences and thus expand professional knowledge and develop skills, improve career prospects.

Lexical competence is an important component of communicative language competence which implies student’s ability to understand words and “choose an appropriate expression from their repertoire” [12, p. 134] demonstrating the necessary breadth and variety [12, p. 132] to convey the appropriate meaning.

The question of developing vocabulary skills has been the focus of the investigation of many researches (V. Borschovetska, I. Chorna, A. Kotlovskyi, I. Lypska, I. Paletska, I. Zadorozhna, R. Gairns, S. Redman, V. P. Takač). Teaching foreign language to health professionals has also been the area of concern of modern scientists. Thus, L. Bietska, L. Krzyśk, L. Rusalkina, Ch. Tsymbovska and others studied developing different aspects of ESP communicative competence of prospective doctors. T. Horpinich focused on forming ESP reading skills of future pharmacists. However, there is still lack of investigations on teaching ESP prospective pharmacists. Besides, the analysis of modern scientific literature shows that the methodology of developing prospective pharmacists’ English lexical competence has not been developed yet. In the article we will focus on lexical competence in reading and speaking as integrated formation of such skills may facilitate learning and improve the results.

Because of the limited amount of classes much attention should be paid to self-directed study which can contribute greatly to the development of students’ English lexical competence.

The purpose of the article is to ground the main principles of teaching and present the subsystem of exercises for self-directed study aimed at developing prospective pharmacists’ English lexical competence in reading and speaking.

Teaching lexical skills (as well as other skills) should be based on principles which can be viewed as requirements that ensure the effectiveness of teaching and learning.

The analysis of scientific literature shows that usually scientists emphasize the following principles in teaching vocabulary [1, p. 6–7; 2, p. 85–91; 5, p. 65–69; 8, p. 66]: visibility, consciousness, focus on typical professional situations, autonomy, individualization, consistency, systemic character, interdisciplinary approach, cognitive activity, dominant role of exercises, considering mother tongue, and others.

All of them can be applied to our investigation, however, we will focus on those which are of main importance for developing prospective pharmacists’ English lexical competence in reading and speaking: integrated development of lexical knowledge, skills and lexical awareness in reading and speaking, profession-oriented learning, visualization, consciousness, development of students’ strategic awareness, considering lexical unit features.

The principle of integrated development of lexical knowledge, skills and lexical awareness in reading and speaking means that the subsystem of exercises should be directed to integrated
Lexical knowledge presupposes knowledge of form (spoken, written, parts of the word), meaning (Is there a Ukrainian word with almost the same meaning?), use (grammatical functions (predictable grammar patterns with the word), collocation (Does the word have the same collocations as the Ukrainian word?), constraints on use (restrictions, whether they are the same as the Ukrainian word of similar meaning)) [15, p. 49–50]. Lexical skills are divided into receptive (reading – recognizing the words and their semantization, guessing the meaning of the word from the context, word analysis, comparing with similar Ukrainian and Latin words, differentiating similar words) and reproductive (speaking – using new lexical units in oral communication, correct word combination in phrases and sentences, assessment of the correctness of the words usage) [3, p. 512–513]. Lexical awareness is the ability to analyse main difficulties of lexical competence acquisition, evaluate the usage of lexical units, analyse own mistakes [6, p. 112; 7, p. 21].

Lexical skills undergo integrated development on all the stages. At first students get acquainted with new lexical units (in the context or beyond it), then they train to recognize and use new lexical units on the level of a word, word combination, phrase, sentence, supra phrasal unit, text.

Profession-oriented learning means that all the texts deal with the topics within the professional area, the main focus is made on professional terms, typical professional situations of intercultural communication. The content and activities should correlate with students’ professional needs and interests. In such a case students will be not only better trained to perform their duties in different situations, but also motivated to learn English as they will see the practical importance and ways of using the language at work. The principle of profession-oriented learning implies strong connection with the professional subjects, their content, which develops students’ understanding of meaningful connections among English and other disciplines.

According to the principle of visualization the vocabulary presented should be visualized to help students create mental pictures. L. Biretska proved the expediency of using mind maps at all stages of teaching vocabulary to prospective doctors [1, p. 22]. Mind maps can be viewed as graphic organizers with the main concept or word in the centre and associated or related words radiating from it. It does not mean that teachers should always provide students with mind maps. They may demonstrate this strategy to students, and prospective pharmacists must be involved in producing mind maps themselves, which will help them better memorise the words, understand their relations with other words, see connection with prior knowledge, create mental links, improve memory retention. It is very important for memorizing new vocabulary, its comprehension and use in speech production. For example, words are organized in semantic fields so producing speech a speaker can select a word easily from a particular topic area; similar sounding words are also grouped together, which is useful for comprehension [9, p. 193].

The principle of consciousness means emphasis on meaningful learning when new symbols, concepts are incorporated within students’ cognitive structure. As pharmacy and medical terminology is still based on Greek and Latin, students should learn them consciously comparing to the corresponding terms in the languages of origin.

Considering lexical unit features means taking into account the peculiarities of the word while presenting or memorizing it. For example, some words can be understood from the context (e.g. ‘Aspirin may cause side effects. Tell your doctor if any of these symptoms are severe or do not go away: nausea, vomiting, stomach pain ...’ [10]). Others may be understood from the analysis of the prefix, suffix and the root. For example, ultramicrotomy: ultra = excess, beyond; micro = tiny; tomy = cutting (the technique of cutting into very thin pieces) [14, p. 222]. Some words are similar to corresponding Latin or/and Ukrainian ones (for example, nerve (Latin – nervus, Ukrainian – нерв), oil (Latin – oleum)).

Development of students’ strategic awareness means teaching students to use effective strategies which are viewed as actions that learners consciously select to improve the foreign language learning or its use or both [11, p. 5]. As many scientists, who categorise language learning strategies into cognitive, metacognitive, social and affective [11; 16; 19], in L2 vocabulary acquisition we consider using cognitive, metacognitive, social, affective and communicative strategies. On the basis of modern literature analysis [4; 18] and the results of the questionnaire which was suggested to the students of Bukovinian state medical university we have selected and determined strategies important...
for the development of prospective pharmacists’ English lexical competence in reading and speaking. Cognitive strategies concern mental actions [17] and include: analysis of the structure, comparison of Latin or/and Ukrainian equivalents, synthesis, linking with prior knowledge, memorising (imitation, writing down words, making sentences, using word cards, grouping, associating, connecting the word to a personal experience, semantic mapping, using keywords, representing in memory, oral repetition, visual repetition, structured reviewing, using words in various contexts) [4, p. 73; 18, p. 67–69]).

Metacognitive strategies presuppose planning, goals setting, monitoring and evaluation of the learning process and results [19]. They are based on metacognitive knowledge which includes person knowledge (what students know about learning and themselves as learners), task knowledge (its objectives, skills necessary to fulfill the task) and strategic knowledge (knowledge of the best strategies and language learning itself, which helps in selecting strategies) [18, p. 53–54]. Metacognitive strategies include: planning for vocabulary learning, dictionary use strategies, keeping a vocabulary notebook which may include examples of using words in the sentences, mind maps etc., consulting a reference source, using English-language resources, testing knowledge with word tests, repeating the word over time, regular repeating outside classroom [18, p. 69–71].

Social strategies presuppose cooperation with other students and the teacher, which helps learners complete the task and develop target skills: asking for a L1 translation, asking a teacher for a sentence with the new word, asking groupmates for meaning, discovering the meaning through group work activity, interaction with native speakers, getting someone to test the knowledge.

Communicative strategies in terms of our investigation include mainly compensation strategies (guessing the meaning of the word by morphological analysis, using context, multiple reading to guess the meaning of the words, paraphrasing) [4, p. 72].

The next step is to determine stages of developing prospective pharmacists’ English lexical competence in reading and speaking.

Taking into account the views of modern scientists [1, p. 10; 6, p. 223], we have defined the following stages:

Preparatory, which entails semantisation of new lexical units and is divided into two substages: the first – getting acquainted with new words out of context (should be applied only for professional terms), the second – getting acquainted with new words in context and building strategic awareness.

Training – implies automatizing students’ actions with new lexical units on the levels of a word, word combination, phrase, sentence, suprasegmental unit.

Usage – activating students’ actions with new lexical units on the text level.

The suggested subsystem of exercises for self-directed study of developing prospective pharmacists’ English lexical competence in reading and speaking correlates with the stages and meets the following requirements:

- all the exercises are motivated (they contain instructions with explanation why students should do the exercise);
- the purpose of each exercise is clearly stated in order to help students understand why they should do it and set own individual goals;
- most exercises contain a reflective component which encourages their self-evaluation and self-control;
- exercises entail purposeful development of strategic awareness on the first stage (second substage) and further attention to strategy use on the next stages;
- most exercises presuppose self-control, some combine teacher’s control and self-control.

The subsystem contains three groups of exercises which correlate with the stages and are subdivided into subgroups:

Group 1. Word semantization.
Subgroup 1.1. New words semantization out of context (only for professional terms).
Subgroup 1.2. New words semantization in context.
Subgroup 1.3. Development of strategic awareness.

Group 2. Forming lexical skills in reading and speaking on the levels of a word, word combination, phrase, sentence, suprasegmental unit.
Subgroup 2.1. Forming lexical skills in reading on the levels of a word, word combination, phrase, sentence, suprasegmental unit.
Subgroup 2.2. Forming lexical skills in speaking on the levels of a word, word combination, phrase, sentence, suprasegmental unit.

Group 3. Forming lexical skills in reading and speaking on the text level.

Subgroup 3.1. Forming lexical skills in reading on the text level.
Subgroup 3.2. Forming lexical skills in speaking on the text level.
Subgroup 3.3. Integrated development of lexical skills in reading and speaking on the text level.

Here are some examples of the exercises developed on the basis of modern literature [13].

Example 1, subgroup 1.1.

Purpose: developing skills of new words semantization using Latin or Ukrainian equivalents.

Instruction: It is important to be able to guess the meanings of different terms using Latin or Ukrainian equivalents. Guess the meaning of the following terms using Latin or Ukrainian equivalents.

Reflection: Think how you guessed. Write at least 5 other English terms which are similar to Latin or Ukrainian equivalents.

Example 2, subgroup 1.2.

Purpose: developing skills of new words semantization using context.

Instruction: It is important to be able to guess the meanings of different terms from the context and using Latin or Ukrainian equivalents. Guess the meaning of the following terms using Latin or Ukrainian equivalents and the context.

1. The patient feels a localized pain in the chest. The pain is usually **spasmodic** and **piercing**.
2. The patient tells the pharmacist that she has a burning sensation when she **urinates** and feels like she has to **urinate** all the time.
3. The patient tells the pharmacist that she is allergic to antibiotics and tomatoes, is lactose **intolerant**, and is on birth control pills.
4. Hepatitis B is transmitted through contact with blood and **bodily fluids** of an infected person…

Reflection: Think what helped you to guess the meaning of the underlined words.

Example 3, subgroup 1.3.

Purpose: developing linguistic awareness.

Instruction: It is useful to keep a vocabulary notebook which helps to memorize new words and repeat them in future. The vocabulary notebook should include components which will improve memorizing and understanding how to use words correctly. The notes of the words may include: 1) translation of words into Ukrainian; 2) Latin equivalents; 3) examples of using words in the sentences; 4) mind maps which demonstrate links and associations with other words etc. Write down the new words into the vocabulary. Add all the necessary components.

Reflection: Compare your notes to the partners’. Would you like to add anything to your notes? How would you recommend your partner to improve the notes?

Example 4, subgroup 2.1.

Purpose: forming lexical skills in reading on the levels of a word.

Instruction: To comprehend written information it is of utmost importance to know the meanings of the terms. Match the words to their definitions.

| 1) to be hoarse | a) small bluish-black spots on the body |
| 2) bruises | b) to empty the contents of the stomach through the mouth |
| 3) bottle-feeding | c) to become wider and more open |
| 4) vomit | d) a small, flat sweet that you suck to make a cough or sore throat less severe |
| 5) to dilate | e) to speak with a harsh, low sound |
| 6) lozenge | f) maternal milk replaced |

Example 5, subgroup 2.2.

Purpose: forming lexical skills in speaking on the levels of a word, sentence.

Instruction: If you want to speak fluently, you should know and be able to use medical terms. Continue the following sentences.

Example: Symptoms of cirrhosis include …

Possible answer: Symptoms of cirrhosis include swelling in the legs, fluid in the abdomen, intense itching, fatigue, and nausea.
You should use as many new words as possible. You have on using the medicines. Medicines to relieve your symptoms and recover. Explain your symptoms to the pharmacist and ask to recommend the patient what he/she should use. Instruct patient on how and when to take the suggested stages and are subdivided into subgroups; presented the examples of exercises from all the groups.

Purpose: forming lexical skills in speaking on text levels.

Instruction: In future you may have to speak at conferences on different professional topics. You are to speak at the conference about the future of pharmacy. Prepare the speech and remember that you should use as many new words as possible.

Reflection: Record your answer and analyse it using the criteria.

Example 6, subgroup 3.2.

Student 1. You are not feeling well. You have come to the drugstore and want to buy some medicines to relieve your symptoms and recover. Explain your symptoms to the pharmacist and ask to recommend you some medicines. Read the instruction and ask the pharmacist any questions you may have on using the medicines.

Student 2. Listen to the patients’ symptoms, read the information about some medicines and recommend the patient what he/she should use. Instruct patient on how and when to take the suggested medicines. Encourage him/her to read information about the medicines and answer their questions.

All in all, we have grounded the main principles of developing prospective pharmacists’ English lexical competence in reading and speaking through self-directed study (integrated development of lexical knowledge, skills and lexical awareness in reading and speaking, profession-oriented learning, visualization, consciousness, development of students’ strategic awareness, considering lexical unit features); determined the stages of developing prospective pharmacists’ English lexical competence in reading and speaking through self-directed study (preparatory, which entails semantization of new lexical units and is divided into two sub-stages: the first – getting acquainted with new words out of context (should be applied only for professional terms), the second – getting acquainted with new words in context and building strategic awareness; training that implies automatizing students’ actions with new lexical units on the levels of a word, word combination, phrase, sentence, suprasegmental unit; usage which presupposes activating students’ actions with new lexical units on the text level); suggested a subsystem of exercises which contains three groups of exercises that correlate with the stages and are subdivided into subgroups; presented the examples of exercises from all the groups.
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